What is FiO?

FiO is an innovative Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) ecosystem that transforms businesses with the latest distributed ledger technology. FiO's enterprise-ready products allow companies of all sizes to:

- Create and exchange integrated digital assets
- Implement customized blockchain applications
- Track and analyze their data optimally

FiO uses the latest IBM Hyperledger DLT technology to create the most secure and flexible hybrid-chain solutions, enabling full control over blockchain settings and data privacy.

10 Reasons to Choose FiO

- Faster and lower-cost transactions
- Enterprise-ready full product suite
- Zero learning curve
- Private & public chain interoperability
- IBM Hyperledger partner & support
- Customizable private chain
- Regulation-friendly and compliant
- No mining costs (PoS)
- Fully scalable (control blocktime)
- Control Data & content privacy

Bring Blockchain to your Business

- **FiODLT** (Distributed Ledger Technology)
  - **Tokenization** Converting rights of an asset into a digital token
  - **Walletization** Allowing users to enable blockchain transactions on their existing mobile app

- **FiOMCC** (Multi-Cross Chain)
  - **Blockchainization** Issuing the token on blockchain platform developed by FiODLT

FiO Product Suite

- **FiOAIO** Core Technology
  - **FiODLT** Production Technology
  - **FiOUPID** Products
  - **FiOTMS**
  - **FiOMCC**
  - **FiOLIB**
  - **FiOAD**

**10 Reasons to Choose FiO**

- **Token Management System (TMS)** DAPP built on top of Hyperledger to interface with Tokens and Transaction Data
- **Multi-Cross Chain (MCC)** Gateway for maximum interoperability to different blockchains
- **User Pattern Identification (UPID)** Machine-learning tool built to analyze behavior from users' non-personal metadata
Through FiO’s integrated data management and analysis services, ZW Online enables merchants to improve the accuracy and efficiency of their marketing and advertising efforts, and builds a valuable membership-based ecosystem for merchants and consumers.

01. Account & Consumer Behavior Data Tokenization
02. Membership Tokenization & Analytics
03. Loyalty Points Redemption
04. Precise Marketing Integration

How Does FiO Digitally Transform Enterprises?

- Plug-and-Play blockchain with zero learning curve
- Gain better, more actionable customer data
- Control nodes, access and shared data
- Improve transactional speed, cost and tracking
- Bridge public and private chains
- Distribute fungible custom-built digital assets

Use Cases

Data-driven Integrated Marketing Solution

For more information about FiO, please visit www.fio.one | info@fio.one